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STE ININGER FOLD WITH M.POD

STEININGER combines purist ic modernity, luxurious simplicity and the highest functionality. The 
kitchens at STEININGER have always set standards that move. The latest kitchen model FOLD is 
a form-strong statement with cubistic surface made in tombac, a golden and shimmering brass 
f inish. The alloy is made using a computer-based method in mil l imeter fraction, precisely 
prepared and perfected by hand.The design is clear, purist ic, s imple and yet highly functional. 
The Kitchen FOLD: features the M.POD, a state-of-art integrated high-tech-surface.
A variety of functions can be control led with the intel l igent 32-inch touchpad made of specially 
hardened and optically bonded safety glass. The perfect combination of aesthetics, function, 
design and high-tech.

THE MODERN FIREPLACE
From the traditional f i replace to old kitchen designs made of clay. From a framework of bricks 
to a proper room. From the ordinary room to the oasis of well-being and the second l iving 
room: the kitchen has successful ly established itself as a l iving space in the last few centuries. 
In the past, it was only used as a facil ity for mass catering, but today it is a communicative hub 
in everyone’s home. Only a few decades ago, the components included nothing more than 
the stove, the refr igerator and the sink. But modern technology has also found its way into the 
kitchen. The kitchen is the room where improper setup can make the work process particularly 
stressful. Here, aesthetics, function, high tech and security as well as communication and 
performance go hand in hand. Where every piece of furniture should f it, food is cooked, eaten 
and the family comes together.

KITCHEN WITH A SMART TOUCH
The new steel kitchen FOLD at Steininger is handcrafted, tai lored to each client and equipped 
with the highest level of comfort. the M.POD a state-of-art high-tech work surface which 
control ls al l  functions centrally and intuit ively. The 32-inch touchpad is integrated into the 
kitchen worktop surface. The specially hardened and visually bonded safety glass can withstand 
all the requirements of a kitchen countertop. Neither heat or cold temperatures can affect the 
smart work surface. It is easy to clean and absolutely hygienic. Using the fastest touch sensors, 
the M.POD operates just as fast as a smartphone. The intel l igent work surface is the interface to 
the smart kitchen environment, contemporary recipe book, additional control panel and 
establishes the kitchen as the center of l iving due to the numerous entertainment apps. This is 
how the M.POD turns the kitchen into an intel l igent Smart Kitchen Hub.

SMART KITCHEN HUB
With over 2 mil l ion voice- and touch-control led apps, cooking becomes an enached 
interactive experience. Digital cookbooks and cooking apps, video-based cooking classes on 
Youtube, grocery l ists, but also board games are always at hand. The cooking ski l ls are 
automatically refined and at the same time the guests are entertained. The kitchen becomes a 
smart melting point. The multimedia center also controls the music and l ighting moods 
throughout the house. The result is a Smart Kitchen Hub, which works as an entertainment center 
that centrally controls al l  smart devices connected via Bluetooth. The integrated speakers offer 
the highers sound quality, playing your preferred music via Spotify, Amazon Music, Tidal or 
Pandora.
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STEININGER stands for purist, exquisite architecture, interiors and kitchens design. Mastermind 
Martin Steininger heads the headquarter in St. Martin (Upper Austr ia), with further locations in 
Linz, Vienna, Hamburg and London. At STEININGERS BESPOKE designs and architectural settings 
are in demand internationally: they inspire with str iking, clear l ines, t imelessness and sophistica-
ted details.
 
Martin Steininger is an esthete and a minimalist. Exceptional design is a decisive added value 
for him, as things has to work. He subordinates al l  designs to this creed. It defines space, shape 
and use accordingly. Urban concrete and rare metal al loys complete the range of materials. A 
new type of spatial, sensory and tacti le experience arises.
 
BESPOKE DESIGN - THE STEININGER COLLECTION
STEININGER designs are a statement of sustainable luxury, style and comfort. This claim continu-
es in the unique kitchen and furniture. Every design from the STEININGER Collection is made to 
measure. State-of-the-art CAD programs and cutting edge manufacturing technologies in the 
Austr ia production,  ensure the highest quality. The artisan take care the fine details at the end.
STEININGER is a manufacturer and feels committed to the trade.
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